
 
 



 
 
 

Towards an Independent Socialist Strategy for DSA Electoral Work 

Summary of Recommendations 
 
A Break from the Democratic Party 
Our organization should begin taking steps to move away from Harrington’s vision of DSA as               
being a pressure group on the Democratic Party. The DSA should seek to decrease and               
eventually cease the endorsement of Democratic Party candidates in favor of running socialists             
independently in order to build real working class political power and to establish a permanent               
base constituency. Such a base constituency can only be established by breaking from the              
capitalist two-party system. 
 
A Vision for a Mass Working Class, Socialist Party 
The vision of DSA working with other organizations and movements to build a working class party                
with independent socialist political power should be a goal that we strive for in the long term. Such                  
a party cannot be created overnight; however, we should begin to lay the foundations for the type                 
of party we envision now. This means rooting the organization in strategic base-building work              
nationally and reorienting our electoral work toward much more strategic aims which help build              
real independent political power.  
 
Learning from Other Organizations 
The DSA should begin open and formal communication and consultation with other anti-capitalist             
electoral formations. The lessons of past attempts at party formation must be studied intently by               
DSA’s leadership and rank-and-file, and national DSA should conduct political education to            
examine these issues. 
 
Prioritizing Base-Building Over Electoral Efforts 
In order to prepare for long-term development of a mass working class party, we must build a                 
base constituency for socialism through struggle alongside and organization of the working class.             
Building a base constituency today is a step towards a long term goal of building a mass party.                  
Undue emphasis on elections could be detrimental to the broader project of building the socialist               
movement. Our already scarce resources need to be utilized strategically in a way that builds our                
base and that builds independent working class power. 
 
Prioritizing Ballot Questions over Candidate Campaigns 
As a tactic for base-building, political education, and actually winning reforms, ballot questions             
(also known as measures) sidestep some of the more complicated aspects of candidate             
campaigns for direct engagement on an issue. Ballot question campaigns should be prioritized in              
electoral work as a way to center our socialist politics. 
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Strategic Targeting of Local and State Efforts 
Recently, explicitly socialist candidates have had the biggest electoral success by running in local              
races; therefore, offices such as city council and Ward representative should be prioritized. Given              
the common occurrence of uncontested of state legislative races, there is enormous potential for              
socialist candidates to mount a strong working-class campaign against only one party in these              
districts. DSA should examine the strength of our base in these districts and target these seats. 
 
Prioritizing Independent Campaigns over Democratic Party Campaigns 
Independent socialist candidates should take priority over Democratic candidates or socialists           
running on the Democratic ballot line. Socialists who do run on the Democratic Party ballot line                
should only do so to strategically overcome ballot access hurdles and to force the Democratic               
Party machine to respond in a way that clearly shows where their class allegiances lie. Any                
Socialist running on the Democratic ballot line should do so in a strategic way that leads a base                  
constituency away from the Democratic Party and toward independent political power. 
 
Revised Tiered Endorsements System 
In mid December, NPC approved a 3-tier system for endorsement of candidates. The tier system               
approved breaks down the level of support to candidates, but fails to describe the types of                
candidates and campaigns that are being endorsed which is important for any viable electoral              
strategy. The proposal below revises the tier system NPC approved in December:  
 

Tier 1: Endorsements for Independent Socialists: We should reserve the highest           
support for candidates who are members of DSA or other socialist organizations and are              
running as explicit socialists on a socialist or independent ballot line. The vast majority—at              
least 80%—of DSA’s national endorsements should fall in this category. 
Tier 2: Endorsements for Socialists Running on the Democrat ballot line: There are             
cases where independent ballot access is made very difficult, and that socialist candidates             
may seek to run on the Democratic ballot line in those instances. While we should be                
critical of that decision, there are some special cases where this might constitute a              
strategic decision. These candidates should agree to conditions such as not receiving any             
material resources from the Democratic Party machine. Only resources from socialist and            
working class organizations should be used. This ensures accountability to a socialist            
program while strategically using the Democratic ballot line. No more than 20% of DSA’s              
national endorsements should be for these cases. 
Tier 3: Statements of Critical Support: DSA national should use paper endorsements to             
offer support of non-socialist candidates for certain aspects of their campaigns on a             
tactical basis; however, these endorsements should explain where the candidate and DSA            
disagree ("critical support") and request or suggest specific improvements to the           
candidate’s platform (“positive demand”). 
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Confronting Ballot Access and Election Hurdles for Independent Candidates 
Both major parties work together to employ a range of hurdles in order to block third party and                  
independent challenges. Any serious socialist electoral strategy must confront these hurdles head            
on or remain electorally marginalized, unable to mount a serious electoral challenge on a broad               
national scale. Remaining in our current marginalized position is not an option for a serious               
socialist organization. Therefore, the DSA should create a task force, staffed with legal             
professionals and our members, in order to explore working with other organizations to fight and               
defeat ballot access hurdles across the country. Additionally, this task force would explore fighting              
for alternative voting systems such as Instant Runoff Voting and Ranked Choice Voting to replace               
First Past the Post Voting in areas across the country. 
 
Eliminate Run-to-Win Language from Endorsement Criteria 
A socialist organization’s participation in elections is a tactic in a broader strategy of building               
working-class political power; therefore, in addition to running socialists in elections in order to              
fight for working-class interests as an elected official, socialists use elections as a platform to               
speak to the working class. Such a campaign platform can be used to help facilitate the building of                  
a base constituency in some areas: this means that we would be, at times, running socialist                
candidates in elections where chances of winning are minimal; in these instances, chances of              
winning would be subordinate to building working class power and building the DSA through an               
electoral platform. 
 
Candidate Political Accountability 
Candidates endorsed and or run by DSA should be held accountable to the political program and                
standards of our organization. Mechanisms should be put in place to hold candidates accountable              
which may include rescinding endorsements, revocation of membership, and dissent statements           
for candidates and elected officials who stray significantly from the political positions and platform              
they ran on. This does nothing but strengthen our standing as an organization serious about               
building real working-class power. 
 
Robust Internal Democracy & Debate around Endorsing Candidates 
The electoral decisions of a DSA Local impact all other Local work; as such, when evaluating                
candidates for endorsement, Locals should conduct robust processes that engage broad sectors            
of the membership. It is especially important that members be able to vote on endorsements in a                 
Local-wide capacity. 
 
Encouraging Membership-Driven Platform Development on the Local Level 
DSA Locals that engage in electoral work should democratically create a policy platform. Having a               
clear, explicitly socialist platform that is subject to amendment helps to clarify the political              
aspirations of the DSA Local and centers our politics in discussions about strategy. 
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Aspiring to Run Candidates, not just Endorse Candidates 
DSA Locals should actually contest for power directly in elections where possible. DSA Locals              
that conduct electoral work should use the creation of a platform as an entry point into actually                 
running candidates to advance that platform in local elections. 
 
Incorporating DSA Locals as 501(c)(4) Nonprofits to Build Electoral Infrastructure 
Under the current base-building and community organizing approach of DSA, DSA Locals should             
seek to incorporate as nonprofits and obtain 501(c)(4) tax-exempt status. This structure, provided             
it operates under extremely democratic bylaws, can be a flexible legal form for a nascent socialist                
party, and can accommodate our electoral efforts for the time being. When political circumstances              
change, DSA should consider changing to a formal party organization, but doing so now does not                
make sense. 
 
Restructure the National Electoral Committee to Facilitate Broader Participation 
The creation of the National Electoral Committee last spring was an important step to creating a                
national electoral apparatus for DSA; however, it was not structured in a way that allowed it to                 
effectively make recommendations around electoral strategy, carry out campaign work, and help            
develop cohesion between electoral activists on-the-ground. The existing NPC Electoral          
Committee should be merged into a restructured National Electoral Committee. This new NEC             
would be made up of elected representatives from Local electoral committees across the country,              
led by a member of the NPC chosen to chair the Committee, and 3 other NPC members. 
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Introduction 
 
Understanding the Dynamics of Class and Power is Essential to all of Our Work 
As socialists, we understand our society in terms of class power and class-interest. We divide               
society into two classes, workers and owners, whose interests differ fundamentally. Though            
workers perform the labor that generates value, capitalists skim off most of this value for               
themselves as profit, leaving the worker just enough to keep them coming back the next day. For                 
the owner to become as wealthy as possible, the worker must be made as poor as possible. This                  
is how the world's wealthiest person can oversee a company whose workers toil extreme hours               
under poverty conditions, and where ambulances wait in the parking lot to treat the barrage of                
exhausted and injured employees. This isn't a breakdown in the system: it's capitalism working              
exactly as we should expect. 
 
The profit motive underpins the greatest injustices in our world today: U.S. intervention overseas              
is fueled by a military-industrial complex seeking profit, and an economic imperialism driven by an               
imperative to open new markets; a system that demands workers who act as standardized and               
interchangeable units of labor marginalizes disabled workers and artificially renders them unfit for             
work, thereby calling disability into being; women workers are caught in the double bind of a                
misogyny that enables their underpayment, which then reaffirms the idea that women's work is              
less worthy, even as recent news stories have demonstrated the complicity of the corporate              
structure in enabling and empowering sexual abusers; the existence of LGBTQ+ people,            
imperiling the nuclear family in which rigid sexual and gender roles dictate a division of labor in                 
the task of privatized social reproduction, are rendered a threat to the established social order; all                
while the racialized division of labor helps employers keep costs low and police shoot black               
Americans dead in the street, gunshots echoing across history and the founding institution of              
American capitalism—chattel slavery. 
 
People across the American political spectrum understand that the extreme wealth of our nation's              
owners allows them to dominate state institutions and bend these institutions to their will. This is                
why the wealthiest nation on Earth also has the highest individual cost of higher education. It is                 
also why scores of U.S. residents die every year under bankruptcy-inducing health care costs              
they could never afford. Just as at work, the rich get richer by making the poor poorer. 
 
These differences between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat are a permanent feature of the              
capitalist order. Though, in moments of working-class strength or capitalist weakness, we may be              
able to win concrete victories over the wealthy, we know they will be subject to constant attack                 
and erosion by the capitalist class; thus, while we work for meaningful reform in the               
present—socialized medicine, police and prison abolition, free higher education, justice in the            
workplace—we must never lose sight of our ultimate goal: to build a socialist movement to               
struggle against and overthrow capitalism, seizing the means of production for democratic control             
by the workers. 
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Strategy, Tactics, and Power 
How do we build the power to do this? The process of such a struggle takes years or more. We                    
have a number of tools in our toolbox that we can use to build and exercise working-class power:                  
elections, strikes, marches, occupations, petitions, boycotts, base building,and more. These are           
tactics. 
 
Like any tactic, electoral action must be deployed as part of a strategy. A strategy is a type of                   
plan—the actions we will take to build the power we need to achieve our concrete, material goals.                 
We should approach any goal—from the long term (a society where workers democratically             
control their own lives) to the near (your city forcing a problem landlord to make repairs to their                  
buildings)—by asking strategic questions. What power do we currently have that we can put into               
motion? What tactics can we use to demonstrate this power, and threaten our target? How will                
this tactic advance our goals, short- and long-term? How will it help us build more power? These                 
questions help us determine what tactics to employ, and in what order. 
 
A strategy builds on itself: we use the power we have to take action; this action increases our                  
capacity to act; and we are able to take action next time that is bigger, more threatening, and gets                   
us closer to amassing the power we need to reach our goals. 
 
American politics train us to think primarily in terms of tactics: if we care about an issue, we might                   
take our concern to the polls, write to our representative, or go to speak at a city council meeting.                   
The promise and challenge of socialist politics is to grasp our goal first, and then ask ourselves                 
how best to act in order to get there. Strategy is the path we follow from the ends, to discover the                     
means. 
 
DSA is in Desperate Need of a Socialist Electoral Strategy 
For all the recent discussion of “electoral strategy” within DSA and the broader left, there has                
been little discussion of actual strategy. Most of the conversations are primarily            
tactical—questions of organizational tax status, what ballot line to run on, and the like. Discussion               
of the latter question occasionally skirts strategic territory, but is chiefly framed around logistical              
questions of ballot access, legal requirements, and so on—a tactical discussion, not a strategic              
one. This purely tactical analysis of electoral politics serves to muddy the issue, either evading               
consideration of end goals or concealing one that is implicit: milquetoast reformism. 
 
Within DSA, there has been a lot of discussion of the tactical "how" of electoral politics; but not the                   
strategic who, what, where, when, or why. Who should we support for elected office? What should                
their program be and under what circumstances should we support them? 
 
Why should we be engaging in electoral politics at all? Where does the electoral tactic fit into a                  
broader socialist strategy? 
 
The efforts to realign the Democratic Party—to transform it into a mass, working-class party in the                
United States—have failed, and previous attempts at third-party formation warn us not to go it               
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alone without first doing the crucial work of base-building. Our current electoral work, applied very               
unevenly within DSA, of dedicating significant resources toward merely progressive Democrats or            
toward self-described socialists within the Democratic party is a hazardous path for those hoping              
to foster a genuinely socialist politics in the United States. 
 
Rather, DSA Locals should engage in careful, selective support of genuinely socialist candidates             
who operate strictly outside the Democratic party. And when it comes to candidates who don't fit                
our strict political criteria, we should employ alternative methods of engaging the electoral             
process, applying pressure to pull candidates further to the left rather than tailing them with an                
endorsement. Crucially, all these electoral decisions must be made in the context of a far-sighted               
socialist strategy that places base-building at its focus, before we begin to approach the              
construction of a mass socialist party engaged in electoral politics. For what is a mass party                
without a base? 
 
We begin with an examination of historical attempts to open up space for radical alternatives               
within the current U.S. two-party system, including attempts to reconfigure the Democratic Party             
from the inside, efforts to build a third-party alternative, and DSA’s historical patterns of electoral               
intervention. 
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Historical Lessons 
 
Bernie Sanders’ 2016 Democratic primary run re-popularized the notion of re-shaping the            
Democratic Party from the inside. This work has continued under the banner of Our Revolution,               
and the idea has been put into practice by the Justice Democrats movement in California. Many                
individual DSA members have also contested for political office on the Democratic ballot line,              
hoping to shift the party leftward if they win. 
 
The Failed Realignment Strategy 
These efforts to remake the Democratic Party are not a new historical occurrence. The strategy               
harkens back to the realignment effort of the 1960s and ‘70s, when reformers sought to effect the                 
mass exodus of southern Dixiecrats from the party, leaving the Democrats in the control of a                
coalition of labor and liberal movement leaders. On the former count, they were successful, and               
the forces of southern reaction were consolidated in the hands of the Republican Party, but they                
were left wanting on the latter. Realignment activists placed their fate in the hands of conservative                
labor leaders who had little interest in pursuing a radical legislative agenda. When economic              
recession struck, without a mass, militant workers’ movement to compel the party to action,              
Democrats quickly succumbed to the demands of their true base of material            
support—international capital. Decades of austerity were first implemented not by a Republican            
president, but by the first product of the supposed new progressive alignment: Jimmy Carter. 
 
The capacity of the Democratic Party machinery to scuttle radical possibility has been further              
consolidated in the ensuing decades. As campaign costs soar, the party has become even more               
reliant on large corporate donors, just as the fundraising (and therefore king-making) apparatuses             
of the party have been centralized at the national level. Party organizations make a special effort                
to protect the seats of party insiders who are challenged in a primary. 
 
The Democratic Party serves the Interests of Capital, not Workers 
The Democratic Party has long served to protect the interests of the capitalist class, and by                
design absorbs genuine left formations that do rise up within it. We have seen this in the                 
aftermath of the 2016 election—purges of left-leaning DNC officials, unwillingness of the party to              
make room for more radical factions, and doubling down of efforts to ensure that the liberal ruling                 
class maintained a tight grip on the levers of power within the party after the 2016 primary. 
 
Despite a massive swell in public popularity for left-wing economic populism, the Democrats have              
made clear their commitment to serving corporate interests. Chuck Schumer recently spoke on             
the “bipartisan support” for cutting corporate taxes, and how the party looks forward to working               
with the GOP on this, continued massive military spending and war, and all of the other things that                  
come along with being a neoliberal capitalist party. While the two-party system makes the pursuit               
of a genuinely left-wing political formation difficult, the answer is not to attach ourselves to party                
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that is intrinsically opposed to our goals and has structured its operations with the intention of                
sabotaging and outlawing radical progress. 
 
Assessment of Third Party Formations 
Many will immediately point to the failures of third parties to have any significant electoral success                
outside of the Democratic party. Instead of dismissing a third party as an impossibility, it is                
important that DSA analyze the strengths and weaknesses of various third party formations and              
incorporate that analysis into the overall strategy. After all, 61% of Americans polled by Gallup               
think that a third party is necessary. If a majority of Americans see third-party formations as                
necessary, then it is true that DSA is running quite far behind the political horizons of a majority of                   
people in the US on the question of political independence from the two-party system. 
 
The Green Party of the US 
The Green Party is the largest left-of-center party outside of the Democrats. The Green Party has                
a robust political platform, and Jill Stein received 1,457,216 votes as their presidential candidate              
in 2016, 1.07% of the total. In 2000, Ralph Nader received 2,882,955 votes as their presidential                
candidate, 2.74% of the total vote. As of 2016, there are 143 officeholders affiliated with the                
Green Party. Nationally, the Green Party has been running presidential candidates since 1996,             
but has not yet broken the 5% goal to receive federal matching funds under FEC regulations, and                 
has no seats in Congress. 
 
While the Green Party has been successful (compared to socialist parties), there is much room for                
critique. Right now, the Green Party is known to the public as a third-party spoiler that runs                 
presidential candidates. While this is an unfair characterization, there is an element of truth: the               
Green Party is at this point entirely electoral. Gone is the vibrant social movement base that                
launched the Green Party—a base that even in the beginning failed to connect to the organized                
working class as existed in traditional unions. Gone is the energy from the superrallies of Ralph                
Nader’s 2000 campaign. The party all but failed the use that energy to build their organization,                
instead succumbing to intense pressure and accusations of spoilage from the Democrats. Now,             
very few know what the Green Party even stands for. 
 
Finally, the Green Party lacks a strong and consistent class analysis. While the Greens recently               
added an anti-capitalist plank to their platform, in the past they have oscillated between marginally               
eco-socialist and progressive ideological positions. Because of this ideological incoherence and           
purely electoral focus, it seems unlikely that the Green Party itself will transcend these challenges               
to become a workers party without some serious restructuring. 
 
Labor Party of 1996 
In 1996, the United Mine Workers, International Longshore and Warehouse Union, American            
Federation of Government Employees, California Nurses Association, and hundreds of other local            
labor unions declared the formation of the Labor Party—an independent labor party separate from              
the Democrats. From the beginning, however, there were disagreements about whether the new             
party should run candidates that threatened the election of traditional allies in the Democratic              
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Party: local unions and left-leaning activists called for a break with the Democrats, while              
leadership of the international unions advocated a more cautious approach. The matter was             
debated internally for years, paralyzing the party and stymieing its growth. The Labor Party ran a                
few local and state legislative candidates, but ultimately failed to win any big victories. It formally                
suspended its operations in 2007. 
 
The Labor Party was a shining hope to the Left of the late 1990’s; however, the contradictory                 
position between rank-and-file activists and even the more progressive leaders of the international             
unions proved to be its downfall. It is clear from this experiment that the national labor union                 
leadership has no interest in breaking with the Democratic Party. As such, it is crucial that any                 
future attempt at a working class, labor party formation must begin with growing the organizational               
and political power of rank-and-file workers and with a strong base and constituency-building             
strategy. 
 
Additionally, with organized labor at its weakest point in decades, a political party grounded in               
organized labor will not be sufficient to fight for the working class as a whole. In order to do that,                    
we will need a party that is also rooted in socialist principles and in social movements as equal                  
partners with unions. 
 
Socialist Alternative 
Before Bernie Sanders launched the political campaign that gave a national voice to socialism,              
there was a smaller, but very significant, moment that was a sign of things to come. In 2013,                  
Socialist Alternative member Kshama Sawant won election to the Seattle City Council, the first              
socialist elected in the city since 1916. That same year, Socialist Alternative ran Ty Moore for                
Minneapolis City Council, losing by only 229 votes. This past year, Socialist Alternative ran Ginger               
Jentzen for Minneapolis City Council, again losing narrowly, but winning a plurality of first-round              
votes in their ranked-ballot election. 
 
Socialist Alternative has had limited electoral successes, but their model is strong. They’re a              
cadre-based, democratic centralist organization, meaning that their core membership is          
comparatively small; however, they engage in base-building and issue campaigns in cities where             
they have active branches. As such, they build strong branches in larger cities, and also have                
several layers of social movement organizations that, while not formally Socialist Alternative            
members, are friendly and supportive. These layers and loose affiliates constitute a “base” for              
socialism. 
 
Through having a substantial base of support, Socialist Alternative can run its own candidates, not               
simply endorse. Running its own candidates means that Socialist Alternative trains its own people              
to run tight electoral campaign operations. This affords the organization and its members more              
influence than they would garner from mere endorsements or campaign contributions directed            
toward candidates running outside of the organization's own auspices. Additionally, although           
"democratic centralism" is shunned by the DSA, it is worth noting that it is by virtue of such a                   
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structure that Socialist Alternative has been able to ensure the loyalty of their elected officials to                
the internal democracy of the organization. 
 
It should also be noted that, seeing the growth in DSA over the past year, Socialist Alternative                 
recently published an article calling on DSA to form a new, mass socialist political party. 
 
DSA’s Historical Electoral Work 
This past year, we saw a number of DSA members and DSA-endorsed candidates win election to                
local and state office across the US. While the intensity and impressive nature of the work on the                  
ground speaks for itself, it remains to be seen what the long-term impact of the 2017 victories will                  
be on the Socialist movement in the US.  
 
However, this is not the first time DSA has done electoral work or given electoral endorsements to                 
candidates. DSA has been endorsing Democrats for years, and doesn’t have much concrete             
political power to show for it. It is possible that the 2017 elections are different. However, we                 
believe that the strategy of endorsing Democrats relegates DSA to the role of accessory to the                
Democratic Party, instead of establishing political agency in its own right. Left in this position, DSA                
will become just another large pressure group, trying (and likely failing) to move the capitalist               
Democratic Party machine to the left. 
 
History tells us little about the impact our work is done, and that, in itself, is cause for alarm. At                    
various points in time DSA has endorsed candidates, but without any form of accountability or               
intensity to our electoral work, those candidates have eventually assimilated themselves into the             
Democratic Party. They certainly haven’t continued to build actual socialist and working class             
power after the election. 
 
The two-party system lays many traps for socialists who seek elected office. But we should not                
give up on electoral campaigns entirely. Elections can help to raise class consciousness and, in a                
limited capacity, build our organizations. Electoral victories are also elements of the larger fights              
we take on for meaningful, if limited, reform. 
 
Looking at history, the way forward may seem unclear. It is clear that genuinely socialist politics                
will never find a home in the Democratic Party, a constitutionally capitalist institution that has               
repeatedly bucked any attempt to steer it in a more radical direction. The working class needs a                 
genuine alternative, a party of our own, with a democratically-determined platform and            
accountable elected leadership. And yet, fledgeling parties are quickly smothered by legal            
restrictions and difficulty gaining traction. 
 
Though we are eager to take to the halls of power, there is much work to be done before                   
socialists can seriously contest in the electoral arena. Any political party, especially one conceived              
as a grassroots formation of the working class, needs a base constituency. The historical mistake               
of previous attempts at a mass party has been their premature foundation—the creation of a party                
with no constituency. If we have learned our historical lesson well, rather than leaping straight to                
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the task of electoral contest, we will first develop a base of support through ongoing struggle                
outside the electoral arena, rather than relying on the excitement of biennial elections to build up a                 
constituency. Relying on the periodic ebb and flow of attention surrounding infrequent elections,             
as the Greens have done, is a recipe for stagnation. Rather, we should build a critical mass                 
sufficient to mount a serious challenge in the given arena—federal, state, or local—before we              
strike. 
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Strategy for Building a Mass Socialist Party 
 
A Vision for a Mass Socialist Party 
As socialists, we must be extremely critical and astute in deconstructing the modern conception of               
the political party. A party is not simply an organization that runs candidates. It is not a brand that                   
people vote for once every 2-4 years. A political party is an organized group of individuals, rooted                 
in principles and beliefs, that attempts to engage with and restructure society in its vision. 
 
In some sense, DSA is already undertaking part of the historical work of building a party, by                 
running campaigns to change the world and challenge the capitalist class, but it must deepen and                
intensify this work if it seeks to become a real socialist party. Building a mass socialist party is a                   
project that the DSA cannot undergo without a serious understanding of the existing organization              
and structures of the working class. The primary structural expressions of the organized working              
class are labor unions and other worker-centered organizations.  
 
Though the bureaucracy of the labor unions can often act as a fetter on the constitution of the                  
working class as a political party, the labor movement nonetheless expresses the most matured              
and powerful organ of working-class power. Considering the low level of union membership in the               
U.S., however, it is indeed possible that a mass socialist party will be necessary to revitalize and                 
rebuild the labor movement.  
 
In addition to rooting our party-building efforts in organized labor, the DSA should gather together               
all forces, from all walks of life, that support this effort. DSA should build and maintain affiliations                 
with community and social justice organizations and social movement formations around the            
country. The aim here is to build a future grand coalition of organizations connected and linked                
through the DSA. Right now, the great work of community and social justice organizations is               
fractured and scattered. How would it look if many of these organizations came together as a                
grand coalition, with DSA, to synthesize work and struggle for political power? Such a coalition               
could be part of the foundation of building a mass, working-class, socialist party. 
 
Building a Base for Socialism 
While the allure of winning electoral office has captured the attention of many DSA members, we                
fear that a focus on such campaigns misunderstands the real strategic necessities of building a               
strong socialist movement. The current model of electoral campaigning uses mass-messaging to            
activate voters based on already-held beliefs about how the world works. This model works for the                
two capitalist parties, because they have a certain amount of hegemony over the political              
discourse; however, they supplement that cultural hegemony with organized bases of support.            
Each capitalist party favors various types of industry, and the capitalists of that industry utilize               
their power over industry workers to move them to vote a certain way. The biggest example of this                  
is in fossil fuels, but this can also be generalized. The Democratic Party relies heavily on unions                 
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and left-leaning nonprofits to turn out members during elections, and both parties have relied on               
different religious congregations to turn out voters. 
 
The points being made here are that 1) the capitalist parties have a home-field (or home-ideology)                
advantage, and 2) even they create and rely on organized bases of people to advance their                
electoral agendas. Without the society-level mechanisms of opinion formation at our fingertips, we             
need to focus intently on building an organized base for socialist politics.  
 
Building a base means building institutions. It means engaging in the day-to-day fights of the               
broadest layer of the working class and oppressed. Through the course of practical class combat,               
people new to the left will come up against new questions and problems they wouldn’t have                
encountered had they not engaged in struggle. These relationships provide opportunities to            
discuss the practical benefits of our vision for a socialist future: Our ideas help show who our                 
enemies are; they help show how we build unity; they help us have a clear long-term goal; and                  
they explain the way the world works more clearly. 
 
By uniting a deeply rooted political base with a clear socialist vision, we can begin to build                 
institutions capable of waging class struggle. This lays the foundation for more developed and              
ambitious fights for class power. This is far more than just being able to move people to the polls.                   
It means being able to move entire workplaces, neighborhoods, and campuses into fights on a               
day-to-day basis, developing new leadership out of these fights, and then running these             
accountable, tested leaders for office, reinforcing our strength, all completely independent of both             
the Democratic Party and corporate money. It is this foundation that can then be consciously               
fused together into a mass, socialist-led workers’ party.  
 
Base-building requires reaching outside of comfortable political subcultures and engaging with           
people who have never had any real interaction with socialist politics. We must go out amongst                
fast food workers, warehouse workers, community college students, day laborers, and all other             
sectors of the working class in order to seek out those workers who are willing to stand up to the                    
boss regarding wage theft or sexual harassment. We have to meet these workers where they are                
and to help move them forward in their fights. This means more than simple recruitment: it means                 
systematic leadership development, providing the tools to support the organic leaders of the             
working class in taking ever increasing responsibility for their own fights. By doing so, we too will                 
learn and develop, firmly facing our own mistakes and limits along the way. 
 
Base-building does not occur in a discrete moment in time: it is a process that is continuous                 
throughout the revolutionary struggle, even past the revolutionary event itself; even so,            
base-building is the only real option we have at present. We need more than moral victories; we                 
need material victories and we need them now.  
 
But the working class needs more than a few scattered victories. Ultimately, the working class               
needs power. The victories that come as we build our base in the working class must be                 
developed beyond piecemeal concessions and into the capacity for workers to make decisions on              
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their own terms, whether at a particular workplace or for society as a whole. This style of work will                   
give impulse to developing vibrant, fighting ideas rooted in real life, not sectarian clubs.  
 
In order to build a base for socialism, we should throw our energy into campaigns for material                 
gains in the lives of workers. This means building new institutions, as well as being active within                 
and in coalition with existing institutions. Here are a few examples of what this could look like. 
 

● Building New Organizations for Struggle: Where no organization exists, we as socialists            
can be the ones to build brand new institutions, established with a vision of robust internal                
democracy and oriented towards class struggle. These can take the form of tenant unions,              
worker centers, a new workplace union, a worker cooperative, or even a block or              
neighborhood association. 

● Building Support for Socialism and Militant Struggle in Unions: Organized socialist activity            
in unions is crucial for solidifying a base among the working class. Union members and               
labor formations in DSA Locals should create strategies to grow a socialist presence within              
existing unions, in addition to working in coalition with unions. Strengthening DSA’s            
position with and within unions not only means building a base for socialism, but also               
readying organized labor for a potential break from the Democrats. 

● Working as Socialists in Coalition Spaces: Non-profit organizations are another crucial           
base for the Democratic Party. Principled, strategic, and comradely engagement with           
liberal and progressive nonprofits may create opportunities to bring them over to the cause              
of socialism and foster a break with the Democrats. And although we believe the              
Democratic establishment presents an irredeemable barrier to socialist electoral success,          
we acknowledge the role that organized liberal forces play in the movements for social              
justice in which we organize and participate. 

● Principled participation in existing “non-political” community groups: Capitalism has done          
its best to destroy and disrupt sites of community and solidarity in the lives of workers, and                 
oppressive behaviors in those spaces sometimes cause Leftists to withdraw to political            
subcultures and communities. However, as socialist organizers, we should be engaging in            
community spaces to show others what we stand for. We should be the principled,              
reliable, and kind socialists in PTA meetings, community associations, and churches. We            
should be the ones volunteering or holding block parties. We should strive to become              
leaders not just in our Leftist communities, but in our geographic and workplace             
communities as well! 

● Issue Campaigns: Having specific campaigns that your Local is running to win victories for              
the working class can build class power. Using campaign formations as an intermediate             
stage before direct recruitment to DSA gives socialists an opportunity to work alongside             
other workers to struggle against capitalism and the state. The solidarity created through             
these campaigns will create an entry point for non-DSA members to be recruited into the               
organization. 

 
Through these sorts of base-building activities, we expose people to the ideas of socialism by               
showing rather than telling, and through participation in collective struggle, we all develop a              
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deeper understanding of our own socialist politics. In other words, base-building is the practice of               
making more socialists, both through engaging our fellow workers in struggle and through             
demonstrating our politics in the open. 
 
With our priorities straight—and a fighting, winning base on our side—we turn now to questions of                
strategic participation in electoral politics, beginning with a hot topic in DSA today: the usefulness               
of the Democratic Party as a vehicle for our electoral work. 
 
Strategic Withdrawal From the Democratic Party: A Local Orientation 
If DSA is to harness the populist moment sweeping American politics, we need to engage with                
voters on a personal level, suggesting our electoral resources are better spent on a local level                
where socialist changes can more easily be implemented and felt. Setting aside for a moment its                
hopeless cronyism to the capitalist class, the Democratic Party has been notoriously weak in local               
races , having pursued a policy in the last three national elections of actively plundering funds,               1

resources and volunteers from local campaigns with an eye toward wielding federal executive             
power far removed from local concerns . On a purely strategic level, running on the Democratic               2

ticket for local races is a net negative. The Democratic Party has little interest in local races and                  
what aid they do provide may draw DSA volunteers into campaigns that offer nothing to the local                 
base we are attempting to establish. 
 
The Democrats have essentially ceded the field on local races, leaving them to be swept by                
Republican candidates. A report that came out in June of 2016 showed that one or the other                 
major parties failed to run candidates in nearly half of legislative seats -- 45% according to                
Ballotpedia. The report goes on to cite a situation in Georgia where an astounding 80% of races                 
were uncontested.  
 
Explicitly socialist candidates have had the biggest electoral successes by running in local races.              
Therefore, offices such as city council and Ward representative should be prioritized. And with the               
substantial number of uncontested state assembly and state legislative races there are, nationally,             
it would be possible for a socialist candidate to mount a strong working class campaign against                
only one of the capitalist parties. Under these conditions, DSA could even be the primary               
opposition party. In any electoral district where the electorate is unhappy with the incumbent              
candidates, DSA would be in a prime position to offer an alternative, explicitly socialist, vision of                
politics. 
 
Disengaging from the Democratic Party’s electoral arm is the DSA’s best move at present. The               
DNC offers little benefit to the local races our populist platform is suited to, while openly                
obstructing progressive reforms and siphoning resources for their national elections. Local           

1 
https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/01/democrats-trump-administration-wilderness-comeback-re
vival-214650 
2 https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/11/02/clinton-brazile-hacks-2016-215774 
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homegrown candidates running independent of the Democratic ticket are our best hope for             
building local power bases and should receive the majority of our electoral resources at present. 
 
Local Endorsement Criteria 
The newly reinvigorated DSA has only so many resources to devote to electoral campaigns. As               
an organization, we have to split our resources between electoral work, labor and direct action               
organizing, mutual aid, and political education. There may be several instances where it’s             
strategically expedient to endorse progressive candidates outside our organization whose political           
agenda aligns with our own. In doing so, we must be mindful of political opportunists who seek                 
our endorsement with little actual intention of enacting or staying loyal to progressive policies. To               
avoid this outcome, we must have clear guidelines for when and how DSA Locals should endorse                
candidates. 
 
Not all endorsements are created equal. With an eye towards applying our resources strategically,              
endorsements can be separated into three different tiers: volunteer endorsements; unqualified           
paper endorsements; and qualified paper endorsements. Volunteer endorsements involve         
members in canvassing and providing volunteer support for the candidate’s campaign. Paper            
endorsements are a formal statement of support from the local, but without any volunteer support               
or canvassing. They may also include some degree of qualification—a position expressing            
support for a candidate, but urging them to adopt stronger political and strategic positions. 
 
Volunteer endorsements should be reserved for active members of DSA or other socialist             
organizations. We should only offer our limited resources to campaigns where we can maintain              
ongoing leverage or strong influence over the candidate. By restricting volunteer endorsements to             
members of socialist organizations we retain a point of leverage over any candidate we support,               
because if they fail to follow through on socialist politics they can be expelled or censured, and                 
thus lose the endorsement in any following elections. 
 
And of course it is not enough to merely belong to a socialist organization—any candidate to                
whom we commit our resources must be able to articulate both a clear understanding of socialist                
politics as they intend to practice them as well as how their time in office will further our long-term                   
goal of building a mass working-class party that will allow workers to win inside and outside the                 
electoral arena. In other words, as with any other decision we make, the decision to provide                
material support to a candidate must be made with the conviction that their campaign and election                
fit into a broader socialist base-building strategy. 
 
On the local level, this may mean that the actions of an elected candidate and a direct action                  
campaign run by the local are mutually reinforcing—DSA members, for example, agitating from             
both inside and outside for a municipal minimum wage bill, or an elected official being able to                 
publicly release information that is useful to an ongoing direct-action campaign against a problem              
landlord. This is a purposefully high bar to clear—but we must be clear and stringent about our                 
expectations in order to avoid the many pitfalls of elected office. 
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For candidates that do not clear the high bar required to bring a Local’s resources to bear on the                   
campaign, a local might instead offer a paper endorsement, favoring the candidate’s election but              
offering no material organizational support. Paper endorsements offer less leverage, but with little             
material commitment it’s fine to offer these types of endorsement to progressive candidates             
outside of DSA membership. Paper endorsements are effective ways to encourage the success of              
progressive politicians from outside our membership. 
 
Often, we will decline to offer a volunteer endorsement to a candidate because their political or                
strategic choices fall short of our high standards—either because they don’t hold genuine             
revolutionary politics, or they insist upon running on the Democratic Party ballot line with no               
power-building strategy attached. When this is the case, paper endorsements should be coupled             
with a “positive demand.” Positive demands are a way to engage with progressive candidates              
seeking our endorsement. Instead of completely rejecting a call for endorsement from a             
progressive candidate who does not meet our strict political and strategic demands, we can call               
on them to either join DSA, adjust their policy goals, or run as an open socialist independent from                  
the Democratic ballot line.  
 
This mechanism allows us to balance short-term concerns—our preference for the election of             
progressive candidates over right-wingers—with a long-term desire to preserve a clear internal            
and external understanding of what genuine socialist politics look like. It also opens up alternative               
methods of engaging electoral candidates outside the simple endorsement-rejection binary—for          
example, by favoring the selection of a candidate while simultaneously promising to push them on               
certain issues once in office, a tactic of voting for your preferred target. 
 
It should be noted that any candidate we wish to endorse, either as a volunteer endorsement or a                  
paper endorsement, should meet with and be approved by a vote in the local membership. All                
members in a local have a stake in electoral politics and should be engaged with electoral work.                 
Candidates that do not address the political needs of the local membership should not receive an                
endorsement. 
 
As a way to provide focus to the candidate vetting process, it would be best for each Local to                   
develop an electoral platform tailored to the issues and interests that are most important in each                
Local's local politics. The exact nature of any given Local’s electoral platform will vary widely               
based on the local political landscape, but the focus should be how to address the concerns of the                  
community from a socialist perspective. When building an electoral platform, ask these questions             
before adding an item to your platform statement. 
 

1. Will addressing this issue advance socialist values or causes? 
2. Will addressing this issue provide a demonstrable benefit to the local community? 
3. Does the local community support addressing the issue in the way in which your local               

proposes to address it? 
4. Can this issue be fully addressed by a concrete policy that can be effected through the                

electoral channel we are currently pursuing? For example: If your Local is advocating a              
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change in housing policy, there is no reason for you to require a city council candidate to                 
include in their platform changes to housing law that can only be passed on the state level.                 
Consider also, that a fair housing policy might be good for ensuring accessible housing in               
the future, but if your main goal is to deal with a particularly odious slumlord in the present,                  
perhaps direct action and protests are a better course of action than electoral policy. 

 
If the answer to all of these questions is yes, have the membership vote on adding it to your                   
Local’s election platform. 
 
With a platform established, use your Local’s electoral platform as a guide for structuring the               
discussion around endorsements. If there is a candidate that strongly aligns with your platform,              
they are probably a safe bet for at least a paper endorsement. If a candidate deviates from your                  
platform in some way, when you meet with them ask them to address the portions of your Local's                  
platform they differ on, and use their desire for an endorsement as leverage to have them change                 
their platform to more closely match the one you have written and find some means to hold them                  
accountable in pursuing that platform. 
 
Confronting Opportunism: Endorsing Candidates vs. Running Candidates 
In the lead-up to this past election, there were a number of instances in which DSA members, and                  
non-DSA members, approached Locals seeking endorsement for electoral office. In many of            
these cases, the membership rightly judged this as opportunism; in others, the candidate was              
endorsed by the Local. 
 
It should be viewed as improper for an individual member of a socialist organization to declare                
themselves a candidate for public office without being elected to do so by their peers within the                 
organization. This applies to both a) DSA members who run, despite not receiving their Local’s               
endorsement, and b) DSA members who declare their candidacy, and subsequently approach            
their Local for endorsement. In the latter case, it is uncomradely for a DSA member to act                 
unilaterally, and then present to their comrades the uncomfortable choice of following them into a               
full-blown electoral campaign, or turning their back on a comrade and denying them an              
endorsement. 
 
The fact that this occurs within DSA is viewed with consternation and confusion by our comrades                
in other socialist organizations. Allowing members to declare as candidates and use our             
organizational credibility to promote their left-wing bona-fides is bad practice. We should hold             
accountable members who, unbidden, seek to represent our movement and our organization. Any             
member who seeks the approval of their peers only after declaring their candidacy should be               
refused an endorsement.  
 
As noted earlier in this document, instead of Locals merely endorsing candidates, Locals should              
run candidates. Local electoral working groups - which as proposed earlier in this document and               
would send reps to a restructured National Electoral Committee - should operate as exploratory              
committees to investigate opportunities for running a socialist in various local elections. Any             
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serious attempt to run a candidate through DSA should entail a serious investigation of the               
demographics, issues, and political economy of the district.  
 
A DSA candidate should be considered not just a candidate for office, but a potential               
spokesperson for DSA during the election. Their campaign must be clearly poised to advance the               
goals of local socialist organizations, and couple cleanly with our base-building strategy. A DSA              
candidate must be a leader in that community, and known to that community. And a DSA                
candidate running in a district must have a serious base in that district, within DSA as well.  
 
However, even if a Local’s electoral working group has weighed all of these considerations, the               
working group should not make the decision to run a candidate. The Electoral Working Group               
should draft a proposal to be brought before the membership of the Local to run someone for a                  
seat, and sketch out a process. That process should first put together a platform, before selecting                
a candidate. Finally, potential candidates should be vetted, and selected by the membership to              
represent that platform. 
 
It should be noted that other socialist organizations that run candidates utilize a similar process,               
which centers platforms over individuals. In cases where another socialist organization is running             
a candidate, we should strongly consider endorsing that candidate and running a joint campaign,              
and in no circumstances endorse an opposing candidate. Regardless, that proposal should again             
be brought up for a full vote of the Local membership at a regular meeting. 
 
In cities where there are a number of socialist or quasi-socialist organizations, it might be               
worthwhile to organize a popular assembly to create a platform between multiple organizations,             
and draft a candidate to run together. This process would begin with conversations between local               
DSA activists and contacts in other local organizations about the possibility for running a              
candidate. A formal coalition could be created, in which a platform is hammered out, and brought                
back to each organization for a formal vote by their own standards. A preliminary call for                
candidates would go out from the organizations, and a committee of representatives could             
interview potential candidates. Finally, a popular assembly would be organized, where members            
of these organizations, or community members within a Ward, could select the candidate they              
want to run for election. This process would create a deeper connection to the campaign than                
normal elections, and establish new norms around community consultation in the lead-up to             
elections. 
 
Here, we briefly consider a few more questions that may arise under local organizing conditions:               
Socialist Electoral Coalitions, Independent Political Organizations, and the subject of Ballot           
Questions or Referenda. 
 
Socialist and Left Electoral Coalitions 
Since the Trump election, there has been a revival of the discourse of “Left Unity." We believe that                  
this is a productive discussion that will lead to the strengthening of the socialist movement.               
However, we know that advocating Left Unity is easier than practicing it. Due to a history of                 
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sectarianism on the Left, as well as a history of anti-communism within DSA, there exists enmity                
between various socialist groups in the same geographic area. People who should be comrades              
treat each other as adversaries. 
 
We believe that these wounds can begin to heal through concrete collaboration on shared              
projects with a democratic decision-making process. While elections are not the best place to start               
this effort, they are a potential site for collaboration. Left electoral coalitions can help socialists               
come together across organizational boundaries to win a victory none could achieve on their own.               
We are supportive of these sorts of coalitions, conditional on them being an organic, productive,               
and comradely project. As examples, we would like to uplift the 2015 Chicago Socialist Campaign,               
and work going on now to establish a left electoral coalition in North Texas. 
 
Despite our support of these coalitions, we do not believe that “uniting the Left” is sufficient to win                  
elections. Regardless of whatever coalitions DSA Locals participate in, the foundation of any             
electoral victory is the organizing of a socialist base among the working class, not uniting the                
disparate sects of organized Leftists. 
 
Independent Political Organizations 
Independent Political Organizations (IPO’s) have begun a revival in recent years as a space for               
grassroots political organization. IPO’s are nonpartisan political formations. IPO’s operate          
differently than the two capitalist parties. They tend to be either exclusively or predominantly              
working class, with some well-paid workers and small business owners constituting a small but              
significant petty bourgeois tendency; however, they ground their electoral work in grassroots            
democracy, which helps maintain working-class character. Most IPO’s ground their approach in            
independence from existing political institutions, which also usually means financial independence           
from the two-party system and from capitalists operating in their geography. IPO’s span from              
neighborhood and ward-based organizations (United Neighbors of the 35th Ward in Chicago) to             
city-wide formations (Richmond Progressive Alliance) to statewide groups (Illinois United Working           
Families). 
 
Given the above, we consider IPO’s to be non-socialist working class formations, to be engaged               
with in good faith. DSA Locals should explore having members work in a comradely fashion within                
these organizations to espouse socialist principles and help bring the organization into electoral             
work from a socialist vantage point. We are not alone in this orientation, as Solidarity has                
espoused a similar strategy. 
 
Ballot Questions 
While the capitalist state has done its best to limit direct democracy in the United States, ballot                 
questions (more formally, “initiatives and referenda”) exist in some places as a mechanism which              
allow the working class to self-determine the policies that govern their lives. Being able to place a                 
question on the ballot and campaign for it can be an inspiring and empowering experience. And                
most ballot questions are binding, meaning that once voters pass the question, it becomes law. 
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Ballot question campaigns get people thinking in terms of class interests instead of personalities.              
There is no guarantee that “our” politicians will be more personable, more handsome, or more               
eloquent than the opposition, but if democratic socialism is in the interests of most people, it will                 
benefit us to get people asking themselves, “What is good for me and the people I care about?”                  
Ballot questions can implement rent-control laws, reform the criminal justice system, create paid             
sick-day policies, and even change the structure of local and state government. And even if a                
ballot question fails, it is still a massive opportunity for political education that can position a DSA                 
Local for the next campaign. 
 
This proposal recommends prioritizing ballot questions over candidates in electoral work.           
Additionally, pairing a ballot question or two with a candidate election can bolster turnout for               
people passionate about an issue. 
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Structural Recommendations & Analysis 
 
A New Vision for the National Electoral Committee 
 
In Spring 2017, national DSA convened a National Electoral Committee (NEC). The NEC             
functions as DSA’s apparatus nationally for electoral work. Currently, the NEC has 12 members              
chosen by application and three National Political Committee (NPC) members that guide the             
work. Early on in the most recent election cycle, the NEC’s primary functions were to filter                
requests for endorsements and make recommendations on endorsements to the NPC,; later, the             
NEC worked to build support for DSA’s nationally endorsed candidates. 
 
This structure expands, but also duplicates, the existing NPC’s Electoral Committee. We are             
calling for a restructuring and expansion of the NEC as a space of democratic collaboration and                
coordination of DSA’s electoral efforts. We believe this new NEC should replace the existing NPC               
Electoral Committee. We believe that this new NEC should serve three functions:  
 

1. Decision-making: To make formal recommendations to the NPC on decisions of national            
endorsements and strategy 

2. Executive and Administrative: To carry out, on a national level, the electoral strategy             
decided upon by the NPC  

3. Community of Practice: To provide a space for collaboration and coordination between            
and learning amongst DSA’s local electoral formations 

 
We begin our proposal with the contention that the National Electoral Committee should be              
composed at its core by four (4) NPC members, with one elected by the NPC to serve as Chair,                   
and by delegates elected by each Local’s electoral working group. Each Local’s electoral working              
group should be allowed to elect one delegate to formally represent the Local. These voting               
members would then be the ones to make formal recommendations to the NPC and decisions               
about the course of the work of the NEC. 
 
The choice to root the decision-making power of the NEC in locally elected delegates is               
intentional. Many of the critiques of and frustrations with national DSA arise out of unnecessary               
separation between DSA Locals and the national organization. In structuring the NEC this way,              
DSA can create important connective structures linking the local and national work. 
 
Outside of formal voting, however, the NEC should be open for participation to all members of                
DSA Locals’ electoral working groups. Firstly, this helps address problems of capacity. Instead of              
relying just on elected delegates from each Local (or, in the current case, 12 individuals selected                
by application) to carry out the bulk of national DSA’s electoral coordination, this openness will               
allow any willing DSA member to help implement DSA’s national electoral strategy. This             
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openness also creates continuity between the NEC as it exists now and the NEC as we propose it                  
is structured. 
 
Secondly, this will allow even more members to engage in productive dialogue with each other               
about the nature of DSA’s electoral work. It helps create a bigger community of practice around                
DSA’s electoral work. 
 
In order to carry out its work, we propose the NEC be composed of several subcommittees                
focused on different aspects of DSA’s electoral work. The following subcommittees are designed             
to facilitate the work of building out the NEC as an electoral apparatus within DSA: 
 

● Field Committee: A committee to coordinate DSA field support for candidates. Because            
DSA Locals will be doing the bulk of the field coordination locally, this committee should               
focus on getting other DSA Locals to phonebank, textbank, or send volunteers to canvass              
where the election is happening. 

● Legal Committee: Will support Locals and DSA-endorsed campaigns with the specifics of            
local and national filing deadlines, coordination between DSA Locals, DSA PAC(s), and            
Candidate’s Committees. Will also sign ensure proper legal language on all DSA election             
content. 

● Tech Committee: Will work to gain access to VAN and other voter contact tools, as well as                 
help create and maintain tools for DSA Locals to conduct electoral work. 

● Communications & Design: Will work on creating literature, website and e-mail content,            
and graphics for DSA to use in supporting DSA-endorsed candidates. Will also work as              
liaisons to set up and pitch interviews. 

● Research & Endorsement: This committee will be the first review of candidates requesting             
national endorsements, and will be responsible for giving initial feedback to the broader             
NEC on the endorsement of candidates. This committee will also serve as a hub for               
developing strong local endorsement processes. 

● Training Committee: Training and Practice Committee will train Locals in conducting local            
field operations for candidate campaigns. 

● Finance and Fundraising Committee: Will oversee efforts for DSA nationally to fundraise            
and finance DSA’s electoral activities, nationally. 

 
Each of these committees should be chaired by an individual elected by the voting members of                
the NEC. Election of committee chairs is one mechanism to ensure accountability. Each             
committee chair would keep track of who is active on the committee and organize them to take on                  
responsibilities as necessary. This means that each committee should convene regularly to            
discuss the work of their committee 
 
The Chairs of these committees, in addition to the 4 NPC members, will convene between larger                
NEC calls when necessary, but have no formal power, except to coordinate between committees              
outside of larger NEC calls. 
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We recommend this structure be implemented immediately, in order to properly test it out              
between now and the 2019 National Convention. 
 
Connecting Locals and the National DSA through State & Regional Structures 
 
Under DSA’s current operations, there exist two DSA’s: The national DSA, and the DSA as it                
exists locally. We believe that the isolation and lack of structured communication between Locals              
can create frustration and demoralization amongst the rank-and-file. As introduced above, we            
believe that connective structures will strengthen DSA’s work in all areas. We encourage Locals              
to make use of the existing options in Article IV of DSA’s Constitution (“Local, State, Regional                
Organizations and Sections”) and Article IV of DSA’s By-Laws (“Article IV. State and Regional              
Organizations”) to form state and regional organizations. Furthermore, we recommend the NPC            
and National Convention to create more meaningful ways for such state and regional structures to               
interact with the governance of the national organization, in order to incentivize the organizing of               
such structures. 
 
National Endorsement Criteria 
 
DSA nationally should distinguish between candidates we are committing to fully support with             
material and labor resources, ones we are offering limited support to, and ones we are offering                
critical support on-paper. The question of what it means to endorse a candidate is one that DSA                 
Locals around the country are grappling with, and while we provide some advice in our “Local                
Endorsement Criteria” section above, the only place the NPC can concretely regulate this is in               
terms of national endorsements. As such, this document proposes a revision to the tiered system               
for national endorsements: 
 
Tier 1: Endorsements for Independent Socialists: We should reserve the highest support for             
candidates who are members of DSA or other socialist and working-class organizations and are              
running as explicit socialists off of the Democratic ballot line. Endorsing these candidates means              
providing material and volunteer resources, and we believe the vast majority—at least 80%—of             
DSA’s national endorsements should fall into this category. 
 
Tier 2: Endorsements for Socialists Running on the Democratic Ballot Line: We understand there              
are cases where independent ballot access is made impossible, and that DSA members may              
seek to run on the Democratic line in those instances. While we are critical of that decision, we                  
think there are some special cases where this might constitute a strategic decision. In those               
situations, we believe that candidates will need to make the case to DSA, locally and nationally,                
that the Democratic ballot line isn’t just strategic for winning the election, but rather, it’s strategic                
for building socialism. Based on the strategic case, and on the content and commitment of the                
candidate to our politics, we suggest that the NPC consider voting to endorse said candidate. No                
more than 20% of DSA’s national endorsements should be for these cases. 
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Tier 3: Statements of Critical Support: DSA national should use paper endorsements to offer              
support of non-socialist candidates for certain aspects of their campaigns on a tactical basis;              
however, these endorsements should explain where the candidate and DSA disagree ("critical            
support") and request or suggest specific improvements to the candidate’s platform (“positive            
demand”). 
 
An Examination of DSA’s Current Legal Structure 
 
The Democratic Socialists of America currently operates three different legal forms: 

1. “The Democratic Socialists of America, Inc.”, A New York-based non-profit organization           
registered with the IRS as a “social welfare” organization, falling under IRS code 501(c)(4).              
It has been tax-exempt since 1988. 

2. “The Democratic Socialists of America Fund, Inc.”, A New York-based non-profit           
organization registered with the IRS as an “education” organization, falling under IRS code             
501(c)(3). This organization has been tax-exempt since 1977. 

3. “The Democratic Socialists of America, Inc. PAC”, which is a Political Action Committee             
registered with the Federal Election Commission. It first filed in 2006. 

 
Each of these legal organizations have their own bank account, and the DSA and DSA Fund have                 
their own bylaws. The DSA and YDSA as we know them are housed primarily under the 501(c)(4)                 
organization. The elected National Political Committee serves as the listed Board of Directors on              
its IRS 990 Form, filed annually. The DSA Fund, the 501(c)(3), operates limited educational              
programming out of its account, but operates out of the same office as DSA. The Winter and                 
Summer activist conferences of YDSA have been at least at times funded out of the DSA Fund.  
 
The DSA PAC appears to be operated as a Political Action Committee under the direction of DSA,                 
the 501(c)(4). Maria Svart is listed as the Treasurer. During the 2015-2016 election cycle, it spent                
$643.80. While this seems like a paltry sum, the DSA 501(c)(4) is also registered with the Federal                 
Election Commission to conduct independent expenditures in candidate elections, and it is here             
that DSA currently does the bulk of its spending: during the 2015-2016 election cycle, DSA spent                
$87,293.10 supporting Bernie Sanders, and an additional $612.84 opposing Trump/Pence. 
 
In addition to these three accounts, there exists only one separately-incorporated DSA Local,             
Chicago DSA. Chicago DSA is an Illinois non-profit organization registered with the IRS as a               
“social welfare” organization, falling under IRS code 501(c)(4). It has been tax-exempt since 1992.              
This account is also registered with the FEC as an independent expenditor, spending $2,054.61 in               
support of Bernie during 2015-2016. 
 
Structuring DSA for Electoral Work & Party-Building—Immediate Prospects 
 
The most important concerns and questions are those of politics, not of legal and structural forms.                
As such, the following recommendations are completely subordinate to the questions of political             
strategy. That being said, with the base-building approach that is advocated in this document, we               
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believe that the current state of DSA legal organization creates a basis for organic development               
into a political party organization. However, this can only happen if the legal structure of DSA as it                  
exists, and the potential for new legal forms, is known to and demystified among the rank-and-file                
of the organization. That is to say, the only way this can happen is if we all know how it can                     
happen. 
 
The legal starting point for party-building, as a DSA Local, is to incorporate as a non-profit                
organization at the state level, with bylaws that use the phrase “for social welfare” somewhere in                
the Purpose. This language is a basic necessity for the IRS to recognize a DSA Local as a                  
501(c)(4). 
 
A 501(c)(4) can do basically anything current DSA Locals are doing. As a 501(c)(4), a DSA Local                 
can hold regular meetings, discuss politics, hold educational events, call for and execute protests,              
and lobby elected officials with no limitations. Under federal law, there are also no restrictions on                
organizing around ballot initiatives, but different state laws may apply. A 501(c)(4) can also              
endorse political candidates, and engage in limited forms of “partisan political activity”, which             
should be understood to mean intervening in candidate elections. 
 
However, there are a number of regulations affecting the ability of a 501(c)(4) to intervene in                
candidate elections. Under federal law, the biggest is the “primary purpose” test, which states that               
a 501(c)(4) cannot conduct “partisan political activity” as its “primary purpose”. Alliance for Justice,              
which advises progressive organizations on non-profit limitations, pegs a safe level of spending             
on candidate elections at 30-40% of an organizational budget, far above what any DSA Local               
actually spends on elections. In advancing a serious socialist electoral strategy, we do not think               
that elections, as compared to base-building, are likely to ever exceed that 30-40% number. As               
such, we do not see this limitation as a fatal one, at least in the current stage of DSA’s electoral                    
intervention. A 501(c)(4) is also disallowed from spending money on communications toward the             
general public in coordination with a specific federal candidate, but these expenditures can easily              
be made by the candidate’s own fund or by a Separate Segregated Fund, detailed later. 
 
Other federal and state laws exist to regulate the ability of 501(c)(4) organizations to coordinate               
with candidates directly and limit the financial support a 501(c)(4) can provide to a campaign.               
While these laws are cumbersome and potentially require tedious paperwork, we have been             
unable to identify any particularly difficult to observe regulations impacting 501(c)(4)           
organizations. We urge DSA nationally to continue assisting Locals in following federal and state              
election laws and would support further organizational infrastructure connecting the leaders of            
DSA Locals’ electoral formations as part of meeting these challenges. 
 
Given the more cautious approach towards electoral activity that we advocate in this document,              
we believe that the organizational form of a non-profit with 501(c)(4) tax-exempt status is more               
than adequate for the coming election cycle. We have seen that DSA nationally is already               
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advancing this as an organizational priority by 1) creating standardized bylaws, then 2) urging              3

Locals to incorporate as nonprofits using those standardized bylaws, in order to 3) apply for the                
IRS to consider all Locals with standard bylaws as operating under national DSA’s 501(c)(4)              
tax-exempt status. 
 
While we believe that organizationally, incorporation of Locals as nonprofits with 501(c)(4) status             
is good, we are sharply critical of the top-down way in which this has been carried out, and even                   
more critical of the anti-democratic structures and practices being promoted in the sample bylaws              
themselves. We join many of our comrades across the DSA’s many Locals and caucuses in               
calling for a complete reworking of these bylaws; furthermore, we question both the wisdom and               
legal necessity of standardizing bylaws. We are concerned that standardization would stymie the             
organic development of Locals’ leadership structures. We don’t think DSA’s structure is anywhere             
close to its perfect or final form, and we don’t think that form can be prefigured by bylaws that                   
come from national DSA. 
 
Long-term Structural Reforms: Becoming a Party, One Step at a Time 
 
Looking toward the long-term prospects of DSA’s electoral power, we’ve identified a few             
mechanisms to build a political party apparatus off of and out of the existing structures of DSA. It                  
must be noted: we caution against immediate implementation of these changes. We don’t see              
them as immediately necessary, and therefore, prematurely creating these structures amounts to            
a bureaucratic and administrative waste of time. 
 
To put it simply, we suggest that Locals do these things when it becomes clear that they are                  
necessary, and do not attempt to prefigure them. Otherwise the bureaucratic and administrative             
load of the organization will outpace the organizing prowess and capacity, damning the             
organization to focus more on paperwork than on organizing. With those reservations front and              
center: 
 
We recommend the eventual incorporation of DSA State Organizations as 501(c)(4) nonprofits.            
The ability to coordinate electoral and base-building work statewide with a shared bank account              
and leadership structure would have a profound impact on each state’s socialist movement. While              
organizing can and should take place ahead of incorporation, we believe that eventually, a legal               
structure should be put in place to facilitate the growth and activity of DSA on the state level. 
 
However, if DSA starts to run socialist candidates for office in a large-scale fashion, it will be                 
difficult to continually claim to the IRS that DSA exists for the primary purpose of advancing the                 
social welfare. To avoid or curtail IRS scrutiny, it might be useful for Locals or State Organizations                 
to establish what are called “Separate Segregated Funds”, or SSF’s. 
 

3 See DSA’s Incorporation FAQ, http://www.dsausa.org/incorporation_faq 
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SSF’s are a form of Political Action Committee (PAC) that operate under the direct supervision of                
a 501(c)(4) organization. Why do it this way, instead of as a normal PAC? A normal,                
“unconnected” PAC would be completely unconnected from the local DSA Local, and as such              
would be structurally unaccountable to DSA’s membership. An SSF would “belong” to the local              
DSA Local, and be managed by it. There are no federal rules about what sort of bylaws an SSF                   
must have, and as such, a Local could (and, from a democratic standpoint, should) have it                
operate in accordance with the Local’s own 501(c)(4) bylaws. That means that the membership of               
the 501(c)(4), that is, the membership of the DSA Local itself, can elect the board, or committee,                 
that oversees the SSF, which can be democratically accountable to the membership and recalled              
if necessary. 
 
In order to form a separate segregated fund, we would need to file paperwork with the IRS to get                   
a separate employee identification number, allowing us to form a separate bank account, and              
then file paperwork with the Federal Election Commission identifying this SSF as a political action               
committee operating under the direction of our organization, tax exempt under IRS code 527.              
However no separate tax filings will be necessary with the IRS. 
 
All administrative costs for operating the SSF, such as office space, mailings, phone lines, and               
staff can be paid for by the 501(c)(4). The only limitation facing SSF’s as contrasted with                
“unconnected” PAC’s is that, while an unconnected PAC can solicit the general public for money,               
an SSF can only solicit members of its connected 501(c)(4) for money. However, if we are                
attempting to build DSA as a socialist organization with committed members, this should not              
prove to be a substantial barrier. 
 
Depending on the state, it might be necessary to operate two SSF’s, one for local and state                 
elections, and the other for federal elections. We advise that these structures come into being in                
an organic fashion, with supervision and support from the national organization. As stated earlier,              
there’s no need to rush into forming a PAC, given the lax restrictions on 501(c)(4) political                
engagement and our recommended focus on base-building.  
 
The flexibility of SSF’s would allow us to, over time, craft and practice a democratic process for a                  
nascent political party, up to and including the establishment of party conventions for running              
candidates and the implementation of base-building activities as party-building activities.          
Eventually, it would make sense to restructure our Political Action Committee as a Political Party               
Committee, first locally, then at the state level.  
 
The Federal Election Commission has a strict process for recognition as a National Party              
Committee. This process involves Party Committees running candidates for federal office in            
multiple states and also running a candidate for President, and then seeking Advisory Opinions              
from the FEC about whether they can correctly establish themselves as a national party              
committee. As can be seen from the Advisory Opinions on the Socialist National Committee in               
1980 and the Green Party of the US in 2001, the FEC has become gradually more hostile to                  
national party committee status. 
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A much more thorough study of the process of political party formation must be undertaken before                
proper long term recommendations can be made to the DSA membership. The authors of this               
document see this exploration as a beginning point. Fundamentally, we believe that we learn              
through study, and we learn through practice. We welcome and encourage new developments in              
both as we chart the course towards formalization of a mass party in the US. 
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Conclusion 
 
Electoral politics are one tactic among many. Like any tactic, the decision to participate in an                
election must be undertaken only with the conviction that the campaign is strategically fit to further                
our goal of building the revolutionary capacity of the working class. And the decision to undertake                
electoral action must be especially carefully considered in light of the numerous traps laid for               
socialists attempting to contest the domination of the two major capitalist parties, including high              
barriers to ballot access, the threat of vote-splitting, and Democratic Party machinery designed to              
co-opt and de-fang radical socialist politics. 
 
Nevertheless, we do not write off electoral politics entirely. Winning elected office can help to               
further our near-term demands and build our organizational strength. When Local-based electoral            
working groups identify a strategic advantage to be gained by contesting elections for office,              
members should consider a nomination from among their ranks. The decision must be made in               
this order: first, with the strategic determination of an electoral campaign’s benefits; then, with the               
construction of a platform; and finally by the selection of a candidate to run for office. DSA                 
members who declare their candidacy and then seek the local’s endorsement, as well as a               
Democratic party that seeks to co-opt radical rhetoric and energy while stifling radical possibility,              
must both be rejected for opportunism that threatens to derail our organizations’ strategic             
trajectories and muddy the public’s understanding of socialist politics. Any candidate run by DSA              
must be a genuine socialist, running on a democratically-approved platform, nominated by Local             
membership, with complete independence from the Democratic Party. 
 
Electoral politics is only one tactic in a far-reaching revolutionary socialist strategy, not a strategy               
in itself. More often than not, especially in these early years, strategic considerations will dictate               
that we defer electoral pursuits that tempt us with immediate results in favor of base-building work                
that takes longer to bear fruit but rewards us with a lively, continuously active base of membership                 
that cannot be built by intermittent, ephemeral, and inherently limited campaign work. This             
emphasis on base-building, combined with strict, strident criteria for the material support of             
genuinely socialist candidates, is the foundation we lay for the construction of a future mass               
socialist party with the ability to genuinely contest in the electoral arena. Even when we are able                 
to bring this party formation about, however, we must insist on electoral work as only one of its                  
activities. 
 
Holding elected office is a means, not an end—and a limited means at that. Socialist legislators                
walking in the halls of power can help working-class organizations to build their capacity. But               
capitalism’s death blow will not and cannot be dealt at the ballot box. 
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